Miss Sarah’s Learning at Home Activity
Bird Watching Binoculars

Related Language Arts Lesson Airs September 20, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
- Two toilet paper rolls or one paper towel roll cut in half
- White paper
- Colored paper
- Glue or tape
- Scissors
- String (optional)

Directions:
1. Glue both toilet paper rolls together to form your binoculars
2. Cut and tape/glue paper around both paper rolls
3. Cut out 2 pieces of paper in the shape of bird wings and glue or tape to the sides
4. Cut out 2 circles with white paper
5. Draw 2 black dots on white paper for bird eyes
6. Glue or tape eyes onto binoculars
7. Cut out 1 large oval with colored paper for beak
8. Fold in half and glue or tape one side down onto binoculars
9. Optional - Attach string to binoculars to hang around neck

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning